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About This Game

Jailbreak Russia

You have to play the character Stickman. Your task is to find two successful ways to escape from a Russian prison.

You have to play the character Stickman. Your task is to find two successful ways to escape from a Russian prison.

On the way, you will meet opponents who will do everything possible so that you can not escape from prison.

The game will see many different stereotypes associated with Russia. In the Russian Federation you can always see a bear, a
nesting doll, a balalaika, vodka and many other stereotyped objects. It coincided that the game came out 2 days before the

election of the Russian president.

We all know who will become president of Russia in 2018, is not it?
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Samovar, gas, oil, rockets, this stereotyped list can be continued indefinitely. Oh, let's write a couple more: Chiki-briks and the
ladies!

In the game you can play Russian roulette, see cartoon characters from the Soviet Union. Putin, Lenin and Trump will be in the
game! Politics, the White House and the Kremlin will blow up your brain!

Interesting interactive sketches, animation will raise the mood of people from all over the world!

Brew the samovar, put on your boots and play the game under the Russian accordion!
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It may look silly if you give it a first look, but by playing the game, it's both challenging and fun to play. It's gameplay differs in
styles as you progress, making it entertaining and encouraging you with the words: "What will happen next?"
The game's music is also neat, and pleasant to hear in most of the tracks.

Personal rating: 10\/10
Both the game and the ost are worth the money.. Fun VR game with a good but short story mode taking you through events of
the first Creed. It is arecadelike play with a stamina system designed to where you cannot punch non stop. You have to find your
moments to hit or your hands will start to slow down. So even if you are in great shape it wont allow you to use it. The options
for freeplay are not very robust but you can play as all the boxer characters in game.

PVP mode is fantastic if you can find someone to go against. I recommend talking to members in the community hub to find
quicker matches.. tested on Oculus Rift When the Wardens Fall is a really great action game with settings for every player from
move options teleport , confort ,locomotion and more to blood options for every players can enjoy the game in the best way
the system pf weapon collision is really cool , if we strike just in the moment where the enemy attack the strike of the eneny is
blocked by our sword with a wonderfull sparks effects , after few strikes the enemy lost their armor part an enemy with the
headset for exemple is more resistant than an enemy without and after few strike with your weapon he can lost his head set and
he become more easier to fight
the models of enemies are various and great
there is a variety of weapons we can unlock , the enemies are random so if you lost and you start again the enemies place and
number can change so it increase the replayablity
you can too create potions with various effects in a lab hidden the dungeon
so to resume When Wardens Fall is a great action dungeon games with a lot of great ideas and i enjoy this game a lot
. I wanna be in the cavalry if they send me off to war
I wanna good steed under me like my forefathers before
I wanna good mount when the bugle sounds and I hear the cannons' roar
I wanna be in the cavalry if they send me off to war

I wanna horse in the volunteer force that's riding forth at dawn
Please save for me some gallantry that will echo when I'm gone
I beg of you sarge let me lead the charge when the battle lines are drawn
Lemme at least leave a good hoof beat they'll remember loud and long

I'd not a good foot soldier make, I'd be sour and slow at march
And I'd be sick on a navy ship, and the sea would leave me parched
But I'll be first in line if they'll let me ride, by god, you'll see my starch
Lope back o'er the heath with the laurel wreath underneath that vict\u2019ry arch

Let me earn my spurs in the battle's blur where the day is lost or won
I'll wield my lance as the ponies dance and the blackguards fire their guns
A sabre keen, and a saddle carbine and an army Remington
Where the hot lead screams with the cold, cold steel let me be a cav\u2019lryman

Let 'em play their flutes and stirrup my boots and place them back to front
For I won\u2019t be back on the rider-less black (jack) and I'm finished in my hunt
I wanna be in the cavalry if I must go off to war
I wanna be in the cavalry, but I won't ride home no more. Hacker Evolution is more of a typing game, then a hacking simulator.
I like the concept of hacker games. The sense of online omnipotence has a huge appeal. HOWEVER, this game actively
punishes exploration. A lot of the game is trial and error. If you do not do things in order, you will have to restart. Restart the
level? No, the entire game. Your penalties from previous levels carry over to the next.

If you ever feel the need to check out things off the developers predetermined path, they slap you with in game monetary
penalties. ex: You see that a website called dot-hackers.net. Seems cool, right, so you go to check it out. You are penalized for
looking up the website. Yes, they penalize you for LOOKING UP WEBSITES! Then they penalize you for logging on, and then
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they penalize you for downloading files. The only way to take away your penalties is too pay in game money. They penalize you
when you make money. Every. Single. Time. So if you get the game, go ahead and save yourself some headaches and use the
money cheat (xmoney) to give yourself all the money you will ever need.

The good thing about the game is that it had somewhat of a vision, but if you want a hacking game that makes you feel
powerful, go with UPLINK.. This was a hot mess when it first came out and even a long time after release. It is a true gem now
and would be even better if you could pilot other ships. Really it would be better than X 4 if you could pilot other ships.. DCS is
without a doubt one of the best flight simulators on the market. If you are looking for a combat flight simulator and you think
your ready for the effort of flying the A-10C then buy everything they have for it. I have not been disapointed yet. Building my
home cockpit, and looking forward to more indepth action from this maker. I do wish you would work on the radio systems and
incorporate them into the A-10C, yes I understand they work with a plug-in such as Simple Radio. For such an awesome sim,
voice and a bit more money on the voice over interaction and nothing would touch this game for years. Until you remaster it and
give us DCS World fans more to love. Keep up the good work look forward to all you have with the A-10C.

Hank. This Game is actually a lot of fun. It definitely is going to be hard to beat, but I feel like that's a good thing. You can tell
that english is not the developers first language, and that's okay because the gameplay itself is great...(The slightly poor english
can actually give off a humorous feel to it)

https://youtu.be/DBnTssywojs
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A fun and challenging twist on the twin-stick shooter genre, with a really fantastic soundtrack and aesthetic. Love the weapon
and vehicle variety, loads of great content on offer here! If you enjoy retro-inspired shmups, then you're in for a treat!. I'm a big
fan of umineko and actually have quite a bit of fun playing it, I've only played for a little bit and took a while to figure out how
to get the menu up (you have to use z,w,a,s,d for it if you didn't know) and still don't fully undertand how to play all the
characters but I'm sure after playing it for a while figuring out the combos and how to use special moves it will be really fun,
atm it's just a simple beat em up fighting game with pretty artwork and good music :). I wouldn't recommend getting this game.
While it was fun for a while it has become super buggy. I also noticed that I was getting a ton of pop ups when I went on the
internet. I uninstalled the game because it was so bad I couldn't even use my internet. Uninstalled it and all the pop ups went
away!. Really enjoing this so far. Always wished for greensking armies based around goblins but it was so cost-inefective
compared to regular ork armies that I gave up.
This though with their bonusses to goblins finnaly made them worthwhile.

I see this more as adding new race - Goblins - to the game because honestly who of you fielded goblin based armies when
playing as Greenskin when you had option to go for orcs.

And boy, are these goblins hilarious. Squigs for days! Goblins on squigs for days!. I loved York in Deadly Premonition - a
character that could only ever work in videogames.
Somehow I assumed Swery wouldn't be able to pull that off again. Finishing this was a really pleasant surprise.. Greed Corp.

Think Industrial Revolution. Big Band Music. Cute clanky droids with funny animation and a easy strategy game.

In King Arthur you are playing with knight figures on a vast battle field. Greed Corp, you are playing with droids on a varying
platform arena. (So to speek)

King Arthur to overwhelming for you?

Still looking for a strategy game that won't give you a migraine?

Then Greed Corp is your cup of tea.

It's more of a low keyed strategy game and it is good.

You won't be dissapointed :)

Outta 5 stars (5 being best, 1 being worst)

Greed Corp gets a cute **** 4 stars :)
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